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TWO GTRW LUNCHEON MEETINGS COMING IN APRIL:
MONDAY, APRIL 1 — Local Election Candidates
President’s Day - February 18, 2019
San
Jacinto Day - April 21

MONDAY, APRIL 15 — Congressman Dan Crenshaw

MONDAY, MARCH 4, 2019
11:30 A.M. ~ 1:00 p.m.

Art museum of setx
500 Main street
Downtown beaumont

Sandra Borne

Executive Director of CASA and

Marcelo Molfino,
Assistant Chief Investigator
Jefferson County DA’s Office
will address
“Human-Trafficking — Hitting Home”
$20 MeeDng Fee whether you join us in the meal —
To assure adequate seaDng and food,
ReservaDons are REQUIRED

RSVPs due Thursday, February 28, 5 pm
Call/Text 409-748-0013
or RSVP on our website
gtrepublicanwomen.org
And indicate whether you need a Name Tag
PLEASE INVITE LIKE-MINDED
FRIENDS TO OUR LUNCHEON

2019 GTRW BOARD

Allison Nathan Getz, President

Cindy Dishman, 1st Vice President-Programs
Linda Brown, 2nd Vice President-Membership
Janet Brown, Recording Secretary
Geraldine Lapham, Corresponding Secretary
Mary Wickland, PAC Treasurer
Sherilyn Goodman, Chaplain
Kim Dunaway, Campaign AcKviKes
Evangeline George, Bylaws/Parliamentarian
Louise Williams, LegislaKve
Linda Nicholas, Hospitality
Marie Maggio, Awards
Linda Sparkman, CommunicaKons
Carol Hearn, Special Projects
Susan Welsh, Historian
Theone Bradley, NewsleQer
Martha Pate, Member-at-Large
Lajuanda Williams, ReservaKons - 409-748-0013
(Please Call and leave a
message or Text)

CALENDAR
March 4 - GTRW Luncheon MeeDng
March 2 - Texas Independence - Fly Texas Flag
March 6 - Fall of the Alamo - Fly Texas Flag
March 10 - Daylight Savings Time Begins
Spring forward one hour @ 2 a.m.
March 18 - GTRW ExecuDve Board MeeDng
March 27 - Goliad Massacre - Fly Texas Flag
April 1- GTRW LUNCHEON MEETING Local ElecDon Candidates
April 15 - ADDED GTRW LUNCHEON MEETING Congressman Dan Crenshaw
April 20 - 26 - Passover
April 21 - Easter Sunday - Fly U.S. Flag
San Jacinto Day - Fly Texas Flag
April 22 - GTRW ExecuDve Board MeeDng
April 22-30 - Early VoDng Local ElecDons
April 24 - TFRW Belles ’n Boots Ball - AusDn
April 25 - TFRW LegislaDve Day - Sheraton
AusDn Hotel
May 4 - Local ElecDons
May 6 - GTRW LUNCHEON MEETING
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Will it ever stop raining? It may be dreary outside, but our GTRW members are working hard in spite of
this wet weather! We were very fortunate to hear from our RPT Committeeman Dr. Robin Armstrong
last month and appreciate his taking the time to visit Jefferson County.
This month we are thrilled to have our own member, Sandra Borne, who is Executive Director of
CASA, along with Mo Molfino from the DA’s office, give us a local perspective of human trafficking. We
will be collecting items for those affected — please take time to note the items needed that are listed in
this newsletter and consider bringing them to our meeting this month. Thanks to everyone for working
hard in moving our March meeting to the Art Museum — especially Linda Brown for providing the
tablecloths.
Next month we have TWO meetings — April 1st and 15th — the first meeting showcasing our local
municipal candidates in Beaumont, and then U.S. Representative Dan Crenshaw at our second
meeting on April 15th. Please consider making reservations early for the 15th, as we expect a large
turnout. I want to thank Lajuanda Williams, our Reservations Chair, for working very hard to make
sure no one falls between the cracks.
I also want to thank everyone who participated in our project at Caldwood Elementary, reading to their
students. Carol Hearn spearheaded this project, and we had many GTRW members participate,
including my husband, Mike Getz. (Associate members CAN play a role!)
On a personal note, Mike and I really appreciate all the help at his Kickoff event. We could not have
done it without the GTRW ladies — y‘all are remarkable! This is another example of how we can make
Nominating Committee
a difference with a grassroots effort helping local GOP candidates,
to be elected August 5
even in nonpartisan elections.

See y’all Monday!

PLEASE KEEP THESE FELLOW MEMBERS
AND THEIR FAMILIES IN YOUR PRAYERS:
Congratulations to David and Theone Bradley on the birth of their
second grandson, Jameson Mark Bradley, born 2-27-2019
The Family of Sherrie Branick in the loss of her mother, Merle Booker
The Family of Jane Hawthorne, who passed in January
The Family of Linda Brown in the loss of her sister, Elizabeth
Kacy Kovac and Family in the loss of his mother, Helen Kovac
The Family of Maureen Winchell in the loss of her husband, Dean
The Family of Sandra Rogers in the loss of both Sandra and husband, Bert

HEALTH:
Renee Barnes
Theone Bradley
Janet Brown
Linda Brown
Cindy Dishman
Ida Duplechin
Billie Sue Johnson
Naomi Lanier

DAMAGE OR DISPLACED:
Antoinette Mabe
Jenny McArthur
Norma Murphy
Gail Shook
Betty Storms
Nell Wiggins
Cindy Woodland

Sandra Borne
Janet Brown
Alicia Daleo
Ida Duplechin
Kittie Rice
Cindy Woodland

Allison Nathan Getz
President

Through Unity
of Purpose,
there is no limit
to what we
can achieve!
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MINUTES OF THE FEBRUARY 4, 2019 LUNCHEON

The mee&ng was called to order by President Allison Getz. In
the absence of Chaplain Sherilyn Goodman, BeAy Nixon led the
opening prayer and pledges.
Linda Brown, 2nd Vice President/Membership, introduced public
oﬃcials and special guests. Linda also announced she’d received a
number of membership applica&ons, giving us over 100 members
with approximately 15 associates.
Cindy Dishman, 2nd Vice President/Programs, introduced our
guest speaker, Texas Na&onal CommiAeeman Dr. Robin Armstrong.
Dr. Armstrong discussed the mid-term elec&ons and how 40 U.S.
House members basically bailed on us by resigning from the House
in advance of the elec&on. “Beto” O’Rourke spent $70 million to
lose the Senate race to Texas Senator Ted Cruz, and O’Rourke had
800 PAID staﬀers across the state compared to Cruz’s 12. He
emphasized we get our message out about the progress Donald
Trump is making: He reported the President’s ra&ng with the black
community is 30-35%; with the Hispanic community, 30%; and that
he is also doing well with Asians. Mid-term exit polls showed
Healthcare as No. 1 in importance and Immigra&on No. 2. Robin
stated that Democrats hate our President and will do radical things
to win, such as harves&ng votes and stealing elec&ons.
Dr. Armstrong also reported that the Democra&c Na&onal
CommiAee is coming aber Texas because of our 38 electoral votes;
that Democrats want to take us to a place we have never been:
Socialism; while Republicans want to promote the values that have
made our na&on great.
Robin explained the Republican Na&onal CommiAee recently reelected Ronna McDaniel as RNC Chair. Dr. Armstrong serves with
Toni Anne Dashiell, our Texas Na&onal CommiAeewoman, and
Republican Party of Texas Chair James Dickey on the RNC, consis&ng
of 168 members.
CommiAee Reports:
Geraldine Lapham, Corresponding Secretary, was recognized as
the person to contact when a card needed to be sent to a member.
Allison recognized and thanked Theone Bradley for the beau&ful
newsleAer she produces each month. Theone brought postcards
for members to write to President Trump and Lindsay Graham,
thanking them for their support of the border wall/border barrier.
She requested we also write Susan Collins, who voted against
funding the border wall, and ask her to consider the plight of
southern states, with all the crime commiAed by illegal aliens and
the cost to us.
Louise Williams, Legisla&ve Chair, reported the Texas Legislature
has four priori&es this session: School Finance, School Safety,
Property Tax Relief and Hurricane Harvey. The House and Senate
ﬁled two iden&cal bills regarding Property Tax Relief, and Governor
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AbboA is suppor&ng it, as well. She also spoke about the
importance of voter integrity, sta&ng that Democrats are trying to
federalize our elec&on laws and that our Secretary of State
announced that Texas voter rolls included 95,000 non-ci&zens and
that 58,000 had voted, some more than once. President Getz, who
is Jeﬀerson County Tax Assessor Collector and Voter Registrar,
reported her oﬃce had been contacted by the Secretary of State’s
Oﬃce and enumerated what steps were being taken to check the
voter rolls.
Carol Hearn, Special Projects Chair, asked members to help
Caldwood Elementary with their book fair by reading a book to a
class or dona&ng funds to purchase books for Caldwood’s library.
Allison thanked Linda Nicholas and Gail Shook for the beau&ful
decora&ons and called them up to announce the winners of the
door prizes donated by Linda Brown DBA The Purple Hat. Winners
were Pat Cribbs and Genevieve Catanzaro.
• Upcoming events: March 4th luncheon mee&ng will be held at
the Art.
• April 1st luncheon mee&ng will be back at the Elegante’ with City
Council candidates who iden&fy as Republicans as our speakers.
• April 15th will be a special luncheon mee&ng at the Elegante’ with
Congressman Dan Crenshaw; cost for that luncheon will be $30.
• President Getz called aAen&on to Kim Dunaway, Campaign
Ac&vi&es Chair, and asked that campaign hour forms be ﬁlled out
and returned to her.
• Van George has a table for the Energy Museum’s Blow Out
featuring Karl Rove. If you are interested, please let Van know by
February 11th.
• Judge Mitch Templeton, recently elected, was presiding over his
ﬁrst trial today, a criminal case (fulﬁlling a campaign promise).
• City Councilman Mike Getz, announced his kick-oﬀ campaign
date, February 19th, at Rogers Park from 5-6:30.
• GTRW Board Mee&ng will be held on
February 18th.
• A Nuts ‘n Bolts mee&ng sponsored
by the Houston Area Council FRW
will be held on February 19th.
Next month’s speakers are Sandra
Borne and Marcelo Molﬁno, discussing
Human-Traﬃcking in Southeast Texas.

Respecqully submiAed,

Janet Brown
RecordingSecretary

Please contact GTRW’s Corresponding Secretary,
Geraldine Lapham, to let her know when a GTRW
family member would benefit from a congratulatory
“at-a-boy” (anniversary, birth of a child,
promotion, etc.), get-well wishes or condolences.
gregory@gt.rr.com or text/call
409-656-9607
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www.facebook.com/GTRW1989/

It’s time to recruit new members
and renew existing members!

Share your GTRW business
cards with like-minded friends
and invite them to join
our organization!
Annual Dues are only $30
and $20 for
Associate Members.
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Originally from the Texas Panhandle, Sandra Borne majored in
Public Relations at Texas Tech University and, while there, realized
the importance of using her strengths and talents to help others.
What transpired was a successful career in the nonprofit sector.
Sandra spent most of her career in Amarillo followed by Austin,
including stints with the Make-A-Wish Foundation, the Cystic
Fibrosis Foundation and occasionally managing or consulting
on state representative and state senate campaigns. She
eventually married a Port Arthur native and settled in Beaumont
in 2015. She has served as Executive Director for CASA (Court
Appointed Special Advocates) of Southeast Texas since 2017.
Sandra and her husband, Kyle, have three grown children.
Sandra enjoys entertaining, decorating, live Texas Country music,
and frequent trips to the Texas Hill Country.
Marcelo Molﬁno was born and reared in the northern
Virginia-Washington, D.C. area by his Uruguayan mother, who
worked for both the World Bank and then the United Nations,
specializing in education and health reform all over the world. Mr.
Molfino benefited from traveling with her and is presently the
Assistant Chief of Investigations for the Jefferson County District
Attorney’s Office. With 19 years of combined experience in law
enforcement, inves&ga&ons, and consul&ng in local, state and
federal inves&ga&ons and successful prosecu&ons, Marcelo has
been involved with the community and youth programs since
beginning his law enforcement career.
Mr. Molﬁno moved to Beaumont in 1999 and began his law
enforcement career with the Jeﬀerson County Sheriﬀ’s
Department and then with the Port Arthur Police Department. A proud ﬁrst-genera&on American ci&zen, Marcelo is
ﬂuent in Spanish and English. His Spanish capabili&es were
u&lized to work deep undercover inves&ga&ons for local, state,
na&onal and interna&onal criminal inves&ga&ons, primarily
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Promote President Trump and
the Republican Party!

(Cont’d from Page 5)

involved in inﬁltra&ng cartel-style home invasion groups
and conduc&ng long-term integral inves&ga&ons
leading to the clearing of numerous homicides and
home invasion-style robberies which were conducted
completely in Spanish. Marcelo has also been asked to
assist with inves&ga&ons with ATF, DEA, FBI, DOJ, Coast
Guard, Secret Service, State Department, Department
of Homeland Security, Department of Public Safety,
Homeland Security Inves&ga&ons, Criminal Inves&ga&ons Division and Narco&cs, and numerous other state
and local agencies in and outside of Texas.
Mr. Molfino is also a cer&ﬁed cell phone forensic and
data extrac&on examiner, involved in cases ranging from
capital murder, fugi&ve inves&ga&ons, aggravated
robberies and missing persons to motor vehicle
accidents and arsons. Such evidence helps not only
convict a suspect, but free those wrongfully accused.
Heavily involved in the Hispanic community in the
Golden Triangle, Mr. Molfino assists in everyday
endeavors, not just law enforcement matters. His passion
is working with youth and young adults to curb drug
use, addic&on, mental health issues and violence in this
community. Marcelo oﬀers his &me in public speaking
and has developed PowerPoint presenta&ons u&lized in
schools, PTA, parent and community groups to educate
themselves about what our youth encounter today so
they can beAer communicate with their children and
young people.

AND STAND with the Covington
Students and Maddie Mueller, whose
CA high school forbade her from
wearing her MAGA hat while other
students are allowed to wear
Democrat hats and T-shirts

Available again this year:
First Lady of the United States
Melania’s Texas Baseball Cap
and GTRW’s hashtag# version
of her FLOTUS cap

Marcelo and his wife, Ashley (a prosecutor with the
DA’s Oﬃce), have two sons, Jasen and Jack.
Marcelo emphasizes his role as a team builder
(There is no “I” in “team”). The sign on his oﬃce
door states: “If your ACTIONS inspire others to
dream more, learn more, do more, and become
more, You are a LEADER.” John Quincy Adams

$20 each at our Luncheon Meetings
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H.R.1 - Congress to Dictate States’ Voting Laws?
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Wall Street Journal, 1-19-2019
Opinion: Harvesting Democratic Votes

D

emocrats in Congress are making election
reform their top legislative priority, and
we’ve criticized it as a majority protection
act. To understand why, consider that Democrats are
trying to do for the country what they’ve done with
election laws in California.
The Golden State is where Republican candidates
went to bed on election night in November with leads
in most of their competitive House races, only to lose
in the ensuing weeks of vote counting. In Orange
County, Young Kim was poised to
Republicans struggled to get conservatives
become the first Koreanto hand ballots over to strangers, and
American woman in Congress,
Liberals
want
to
impose
Democrats can’t be blamed for better
with a sizable lead on Election
the
California
voting
organization.
Day over her Democratic
But California law also creates opportunopponent. She lost by three
model on all 50 states.
ity
for fraud and coercion. Voters in a 2017
percentage points. Republican
special
election for an open seat in the
Rep. Mimi Walters’ 6,074-vote
California
State Assembly reported activists
lead on Nov. 6 turned into an 11,
harassed
them
at
their
doors to fill out ballots for
866-vote loss to Democrat Katie Porter.
specific
candidates
and
hand them over.
The GOP wipeout came after the Democrats who
This
creates
opportunities
for harvesters to “help”
dominate Sacramento passed laws aimed at greasing
voters
complete
their
ballots,
or even pay to finish
their voting machine. The project started in 2015 when
them,
and
it’s
easy
for
the
unscrupulous
to lose ballots
California became the second state after Oregon to
they
think
may
go
for
the
wrong
candidate.
This is why
move to automatic voter registration.
ballot
harvesting
is
illegal
in
many
states,
or
at least
Can’t be bothered to register? California does it for
limited to drop-offs by family members.
you, automatically adding to its rolls any person who
House Democrats are now moving to impose much
has any interaction with its Department of Motor
of this on the other 49 states. Their For the People
Vehicles. The system is already a threat to ballot
Act, or H.R.1, would require all states to adopt
integrity, with the DMV acknowledging in September
automatic voter registration based on names in
it had incorrectly registered 23,000 voters.
state and federal agency databases. This means
In 2016 California passed the Voter’s Choice Act,
anyone receiving federal food stamps in, say, Ohio,
which allows counties to mail every voter a ballot. Lots
would be automatically registered to vote.
of Californians use mail voting, though previously they
The bill also requires states to allow same-day and
had to request it. Now ballots arrive automatically,
online voter registration. It mandates looser rules on
whether voters want one or not. Thirteen million
provisional ballots, requires every state to provide two
California voters received ballots in the mail last year,
weeks of early voting, prohibits restrictions on mail
compared to about nine million in 2014.
voting, and limits states’ ability to remove voters from
The biggest score for Democrats is a separate 2016
rolls. Voter harvesting isn’t in H.R.1, but give
law that legalized what’s known as ballot harvesting.
Democrats time.
This allows any person — union activists, canvassers,
All this is an affront to the American tradition of
community organizers, campaign staff — to show up
letting states set their own election rules. Few states
at homes and collect mail ballots on behalf of voters.
have automatic registration, on the principle that voting
California law also allows counting mail ballots
is voluntary. Even liberal Slate magazine, in suggesting
postmarked or delivered on Election Day, as well as
that the House bill would “Save American
same-day registration and liberal use of provisional
Democracy,” acknowledged that some of the bill might
ballots. This year the Democratic vote totals piled up
not survive Supreme Court scrutiny.
long after the polls closed. Fred Whitaker, chairman of
California has become a one-party state, and
the Orange County GOP, has estimated that an
Democrats have used their dominance to make it even
extraordinary 250,000 mail-votes were dropped off on
harder for Republicans to compete. Now they want to
Election Day thanks to harvesting.
use their new House majority to do the same for the
All of this is carefully designed to enhance
rest of America. The Senate can stop them for now, but
Democratic turnout. Media stories have detailed a
look out in 2021.
sophisticated operation that pinpointed Democratic
voters and deployed volunteers to harvest door-to-door.

BE VIGILANT!
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GTRW’s Special Project
for March and April 2019

To help combat human-trafficking, GTRW will be collecting the
following items at our March 4th and April 1st meetings. The age
of the victims range from 10 to18 and sometimes older ladies.

Thank you,
Carol Hearn—Special Projects
Care Package for CSEC Victims
All of the following items go into backpacks that Harvest House advocates
can take with them when they respond
to calls regarding trafficking victims.
All items are placed in the bag with
consideration of the child’s comfort as they go through the rigors
of reliving the traumatic events that have happened to them,
and with the realization that they frequently have only the
clothes they were wearing when they were removed from the
trafficking situation.
Blanket
Stuffed Animal
Washcloth
Bath towel
Fuzzy socks
House slippers
Chapstick
Tissues
Toothbrush
Toothpaste
Hand sanitizer
Pads/tampons
Brush
Headbands and/or rubber bands
Set of clothes from the skin out (specify size on bag)
Coloring book/drawing paper/crayons/colored pencils
Harvest House is a Christ-based nonprofit 501C-3 organization
founded to respond to the heartbreaking epidemic of child sextrafficking. We hope to provide a safe environment for long-term
care, rehabilitation, and healing for adolescent victims of sextrafficking.
Every day some of the Golden Triangle's most vulnerable youth
are sexually exploited for the profit of others. Twenty-five to
thirty percent of all sex-trafficking victims are in Texas.
Harvest House believes that putting a life back together requires
more than counseling and doctors. We believe that only God
can truly heal the wounds that these young girls have endured.
Through His loving kindness and through the caring and giving
principles of the community, these victims can become victors.
https://www.harvesthousebmt.com/
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A HUGE WELCOME:
RECENT ADDITIONS
TO GTRW
MEMBERSHIP!
Nina Adams
Debbie Belle-Isle
Brenda Bruno
Kunwoo Choi
Nicole Coons
Pat Cribbs
Charla Davidson
Donna Delcambre
Betty Elliott
Myra Emerson
Gaytha Guillot
Trudy Grinnell
Tanya Hansen
Sherry Harmsen
Priscilla Hill
Irene Hilton
Kim Huber
Amy Jackson
Jimmie J. Jackson
Lynn Jackson
Mary Jo Jackson
Andrea Johnson
Christie LaFleur
Jane Lantrip
Janis Lee
Sydney Matthews
Nancy McGrade
Dixie Melo
Laura Miller
Lynda Moncla
Heather Montalbano
Tonya Petix
Tracy Randall
Peggy Ritter
Page Shoefstall
Nan Sutton
Tara Tilley
Renee Whelply
Ella Whitehead
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DEM GUN CONTROL MOVES QUICKLY TO A VOTE
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H.R. 8 and H.R. 1112 are moving to the House of
Representatives floor for a vote this week. A third and
potentially dangerous bill could also rear its head, as well:
H.R. 1263.
H.R. 1112, known as the Enhanced Background Checks
Act of 2019, seeks to remove the 3-day safety net regarding
delayed NICS Checks and reinstitute a system that could
very easily delay and prevent gun sales. This bill was
submitted on February 8, 2019. Why is this bill is already
going to the floor for a full vote only 17 days after it was
submitted? https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/
house-bill/1112/text?r=25&s=1
H.R. 1263 seeks to amend the Internal Revenue Code of
1986 to subject any semiautomatic rifle that has the capacity
to accept a detachable magazine to the requirements of the
National Firearms Act aka NFA, $200 Tax Stamp and all. This
bill was introduced, along with dozens of other anti-gun bills
nationwide, on February 14, 2019, the one-year anniversary
of the Marjory Stoneman High School shooting in Parkland,
Florida. https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/housebill/1263/text?r=13&s=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wt4fE9kE-Ic

Democrats Push Bill to Criminalize Private Sales-H.R. 8
February 5, 2019 — Nathan Josiah, GOA

Democrat Rep. Mike Thompson of California has
introduced a Universal Background Checks bill that could, if
enforced to the letter, put millions of gun owners in prison.
While there are many dangerous ramifications to this bill,
at its core, the bill would criminalize private sales without
first getting government permission. Even more than that,
the bill would outlaw the “transfer” of a firearm without a
Brady Check. [See the proposed language for 18 U.S.C.
922(t)(1)(A) in Section 3 of H.R. 8.]
The term “transfer” is nowhere defined, but it’s clear from
the bill that handing your gun to a neighbor for as little as
one second is a “transfer” unless you’re covered by one of
the bill’s so-called exceptions. So if you show off your new
gun to your neighbor in your living room, and hand it to him
to look at, you’re a criminal, and can go to prison for up to a
year under 18 U.S.C. 924(a)(5).
If you buy any gun from anyone without signing the form
the Attorney General orders you to sign, you’re a criminal.
[See the proposed language for 18 U.S.C. 922(t)(4) in
Section 3 of H.R. 8.]
If you live in a remote area, it appears that both the buyer
and the seller will have to take a day off of work, pay a fee
that can be set at any amount, and hope that you’re not one
of the 8% of all purchasers who gets a “yellow” indicator
from the FBI for no particular reason.
And the previous paragraph is true even if you’re giving
your gun to your next-door neighbor whom you’ve known for
your lifetime.
NATIONAL GUN REGISTRY: Under H.R. 8, since every
gun transfer will go through a dealer, every gun owner will
have an ATF Form 4473. We know that the ATF, in
connection with annual inspections conducted under federal
law, is increasingly copying these forms to its database in a
centrally accessible format.

So here’s the problem: if everyone has a 4473, everyone
is potentially in the database. Even the Obama Administration recognized this in 2013, when a leaked memo from the
Justice Department revealed its assessment of Universal
Background Checks:
Effectiveness depends on the ability to reduce straw
purchasing, requiring gun registration …. (Emphasis
added.)
Regardless, gun grabbers today are trying to put a new
spin on Universal Registration Checks. They claim that
section 5(1) in the bill prohibits registration.
The problem is that the Firearm Owners Protection Act of
1986 CURRENTLY prohibits a national gun registry. And yet,
the ATF is not interpreting that prohibition to prevent it from
doing what it’s already doing.
So if the current prohibition isn’t effective, why would
anyone suppose that putting it in the law a second time
would make any difference?
https://www.congress.gov/bill/116th-congress/house-bill/8/
text
https://gunowners.org/factsheethr8/
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DEMOCRAT CRACKDOWN ON GUNS TO BEGIN WITH KEY
VOTE THIS WEEK - February 25, 2019 - Tucker Carlson

Tucker Carlson: Is there evidence that [H.R. 8] would prevent
mass shootings?
Ryan Cleckner (Former Specials Operations Sniper,
Firearms Attorney, and The Federalist columnist): Current
federal law says that any interstate transfer of guns has to go
through a gun dealer, and any sale through a gun dealer
undergoes background checks. Twenty states have extra
restrictions that already require universal background checks in
that state. And some of those states have already had mass
shootings, like Connecticut. Background checks in Connecticut
did nothing to stop Newtown. Not a single one of the 12 biggest
mass shootings that we’ve had, since the federal background
check system went into place, would have been prevented. We
are talking Parkland, Newtown, San Bernardino, Fort Hood, the
Orlando nightclub shooting, Aurora Movie Theater, Las Vegas.
Every single one of these cases, the shooter — the murderer, the
person that’s to blame — bought the gun from a gun store and
passed a background check or, in only a couple of those 12, they
had somebody else buy the gun for them to completely
circumvent the process, which means they would have done
nothing to stop these past 12 that we had.
Tucker Carlson: Then why do conservatives play along with
this game? Democrats come out and say, “We want to make the
country safer; we want common sense gun regulation.” But they
make no attempt to disarm criminals; they make no attempt to
tailor the laws and focus on the people who are actually
committing the crimes. They’re trying to disarm the population.
They don’t want middle America to have guns.
Ryan Cleckner: We have one thing in common in every mass
killing. I’m not going to talk just about mass shootings — one thing
in common with every mass killing. You have one evil person, or
more, that is intent on killing innocent people. The tool can change
one way or the other. That seems to be the focus of everyone
here, but the problem is — and this is a maxim: Every single call
for gun control is also an admission that gun control doesn't work.
Because every time we try and add a new gun law, we have to
ignore the fact that all the gun laws and all the laws that were
already broken didn't stop the person. Murder didn't stop the
person; having a gun in a school zone didn't stop the person;
stealing a gun didn't stop the person. So by asking for something
more, you have to admit that gun laws don't work.
Tucker Carlson: So maybe people who believe in the Second
Amendment should resist in some way and say, “Look, I see what
you're doing. You want to take my guns away because you want
to control me.” Let's stop playing along with these kind of literal
responses, “Well, actually, the numbers show….” They don't care
what the numbers show. I've had this debate. They don't care
what you say. They want to take your guns away because it's
inconvenient for you to have them.
Ryan Cleckner: That's true. The first step to confiscation is
registration. And I don't mean to say that's necessarily going to
happen, but it gets me scared. And here's the problem, because
I understand that after these mass shootings, these horrible
incidents, that people want to do something. I want to do something. Tucker, I believe you want to do something. But banning
guns isn't going to work. And I think we have a problem that we
need to address. You and I and people on our side of the aisle
here are just saying that new gun control laws won't work. That’s
right, new gun laws won't work. But not offering an alternative —
or a solution that will — might be part of the problem.
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FOOD STAMP FRAUD
AND NEW GAMBLING
INITIATIVES IN TEXAS
By Louise Williams

Louise Williams
Legislative Chair

Our local State Representatives are making headlines
as they introduce new bills
to the Texas Legislature
meeting currently in Austin.

Representative Dade Phelan (R-21) is sponsoring a bill to
fight Food Stamp fraud. This would require the State to put
names and identification photos on Lone Star Cards which
are used to provide food benefits for the needy. If passed, it
would make it harder for EBT (Electronic Transfer Benefit)
cardholders to sell their cards to friends, strangers, and
convenience stores in exchange for cash; and it would
make it easier for officials to detect fraud. Illegal use of the
Lone Star Card is costly to taxpayers, as Texas State
investigators found $17 million worth of fraud in 2016 alone.
Representative Joe Deshotel (D-22) has introduced a bill
that would allow certain types of gambling in Jefferson,
Galveston, Bexar, Nueces, and Harris Counties. It would
provide licenses for specific establishments and only nine
licenses would be issued. Representative Deshotel’s bill
has a high hurdle, as it would need to pass the House and
Senate and be signed by the Governor. At that point, a
constitutional provision would be voted on by voters
statewide in November of 2019.
In our area, Jefferson County Commissioners passed a
resolution in February that will be placed on the November
ballot. Voters will be asked if Jefferson County should allow
certain kinds of gaming if it becomes legal in Texas.
To offer your opinion about these and other matters, call:

Representative Dade Phelan
Representative Joe Deshotel
Senator Brandon Creighton
County Judge Jeff Branick
County Comm. Eddie Arnold
County Comm. Brent Weaver

(R)
(D)
(R)
(R)
(R)
(R)

512.463.0706
512.463.0662
512.463.0104
409.835.8466
409.835.8442
409.727.2173

A little over a year ago, some of my Special Operations
Veterans and I made a safety, which is technology and
smart phones and dashboards and systems, so that
schools and churches can communicate and track where
people are, and first responders can get help where it’s
needed. That's something that's a proactive solution. So I
encourage the gun community not only to resist, not
only to fight back, not only to say that new gun laws
won't work, but don't stop the sentence there. Say,
“New gun laws won't work. Here’s something that
might.”
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WHO’S BEHIND GREEN NEW DEAL?

recruits and supports progressive
candidates; and an upstart policy shop
called the New Consensus.

Big Money Backs OcasioCortez Socialist Dream Project
Feb 19, 2019 - Aaron Klein

Besides helping to write the deal text, the
Sunrise Movement has been the central
progressive organization lobbying the
Democratic Party to implement the Green
New Deal.
Sunrise markets itself as an “army of
young people” seeking to “make climate
change an urgent priority across America,
end the corrupting influence of fossil fuel
executives on our politics, and elect
leaders who stand up for the health and
wellbeing of all people.”

The Green New Deal blueprint
introduced by Rep. Alexandria OcasioCortez was crafted by three far-left
organizations and is being pushed by a
coalition of well-funded professional
progressive groups and known leftist
agitators.
Some of the organizations helping to
promote the Green New Deal have ties
to financing from billionaire George
Soros and trace their roots to such
radical groups as Occupy Wall Street
and Black Lives Matter.
Earlier this month, Ocasio-Cortez
posted an 11-page Google document in the
form of a nonbinding legislative resolution that
has become the most authoritative version of
the Green New Deal, a broad outline for the
current conception of the socialist-style plan.
Ocasio-Cortez’s Green New Deal resolution,
introduced along with Sen. Ed Markey (DMA), has already been endorsed by more
than 45 Democratic representatives [now
claiming 84 House Co-sponsors]. The deal
received high-profile endorsements from
Senators Elizabeth Warren, Cory Booker and
Bernie Sanders.
The Green New Deal seeks, as The New
Yorker recently put it, “nothing less than a
total overhaul of our national infrastructure.”

GTRW GAZETTE

Sunrise Movement
brings scripted children
from different CA school
districts, accompanied by
teachers, to coerce Sen.
Feinstein into supporting
AOC’s Green New Deal

The utopian deal demands 100 percent of all
buildings in the U.S. convert to clean energy,
calls for the removal of all greenhouse gases
from the entire atmosphere, and includes such
non-“green” clauses as a federal jobs guarantee while protecting
the right of all workers to organize and unionize.
It also pledges “affordable, safe and adequate housing” for “all
people of the United States.”
The wealth-spreading deal aims to “virtually eliminate poverty in
the United States and to make prosperity, wealth and economic
security available to everyone participating in the
transformation.”
Radical groups, Soros ties

The New Yorker reported: The document
was written over a single December
weekend by the staff of the freshman
representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
and three like-minded progressive groups,
none of which existed two years ago: the Sunrise Movement, a
grassroots climate organization; the Justice Democrats, which

Sunrise co-founder Varshini Prakash
described his organization’s expansive
goals for 2020: “We, along with our
partners, are going to be attempting to
build the largest youth political force this country
has ever seen.” Markey invited Prakash to be his
guest at President Trump’s State of the Union
address two weeks ago.
Sunrise was in part inspired by the activism of
Occupy Wall Street, Black Lives Matter and the
radical immigration group United We Dream.
Sunrise took the national spotlight last month
when Ocasio-Cortez joined some two-hundred of
the movement’s protesters to temporarily occupy
Nancy Pelosi’s office to peddle the Green New
Deal. Sunrise engaged in that direct action
campaign alongside Justice Democrats.
In December, Sunrise said that it raised less than
one million dollars, mostly from foundations and
grassroots donors. It is not known how much
Sunrise has since raised.
Inside Philanthropy reported on donations to
Sunrise from the Rockefeller Family Fund:

The group raised just under $1 million in 2018 between its
501(c)(3) and 501(c)(4) entities, and received early support from
a set of core funders that have since stuck with it. Wallace
Global Fund, which was instrumental in the fossil fuel divestment
campaign, funds Sunrise, as do the Rockefeller Family Fund
(one of the smaller foundations associated with the oil family),
and the Winslow Foundation, run by Wren Winslow Wirth, who is
married to former politician Tim Wirth. Institutional funders made
up about 55 percent of its 2018 budget, with 35 percent coming
from individual donors, and the rest from nonprofit partners.
To promote the deal, Sunrise sponsored an activist campaign
called “Operation Green New Deal Blitz.” Co-sponsors with
Sunrise include 350.org, Organic Consumers Association,
People’s Action, CPD Action and Justice Democrats.
CPD Action is led by Ana Maria Archila, one of the two women
who infamously confronted Arizona Republican Sen. Jeff Flake
in an elevator prior to the confirmation hearings for Supreme
Court Justice Brett Kavanaugh. Archila was a guest of OcasioCortez for Trump’s State of the Union. (Cont’d. on Page 15)
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(Cont’d. from Page 14) Archila serves as co-executive director
at the Center for Popular Democracy (CPD) and maintains the
same position as the group’s activist arm, the Center for Popular
Democracy Action.
CPD, which is advocating the Green
New Deal, is heavily financed by
billionaire George Soros. In October
2014, literature that was part of a CPD
event listed Soros’s Open Society
Foundations as one of CPD’s “three
biggest funders.” The Foundations
provided the CPD with $130,000 in
2014 and $1,164,500 in 2015, tax
documents show. In 2016, Soros’s Open Society Policy Center
provided $705,000 to the Center for Popular Democracy’s Action
Fund.
CPD is highly involved in anti-Trump activism. In May 2017,
CNN reported that the Center for Popular Democracy Action
fund unveiled an “$80 million effort to coordinate the work of
dozens of smaller progressive groups from around the country”
as part of what the news network characterized as the antiTrump “resistance” movement.
People’s Action, another
Sunrise partner pushing the
Green New Deal, is a merger of
a group that previously went by
the name of National People’s
Action. National People’s Action
was also funded by Soros to the
tune of $1.2 million and reportedly
helped to train protesters for the Occupy Movement, which was
also close to Soros funding. The Washington Times previously
reported that Soros donated to People’s Action itself.
350.org, which is aiding Sunrise in pushing the
Green New Deal, has disclosed a donation from
the Tides Foundation. Tides, in turn, has been
financed by Soros and has been a donor partner
of Soros’s Open Society Foundations.
Also forming the backbone of advocacy for the Green New Deal
are the Sierra Club and Greenpeace. Sierra has received
funding from Soros’s Open Society Foundations. Greenpeace
has been funded by the Soros-financed Tides Foundation. Tides
also funds the Sierra Club.
The Green New Deal, meanwhile, is viewed in progressive
activist circles as taking the mantle from something called the
Leap Manifesto, a so-called clean energy plan co-authored by
radical activist and author Naomi Klein. Leap was initiated by the
Tides-funded 350.org as well as Black Lives Matter-Toronto.
Leaked documents from Soros’s Open Society Foundations
previously disclosed donations to Black Lives Matter.
‘Democratic Socialist Party-within-a-Party’
On its website, meanwhile, Sunrise advertises its partnership
with Justice Democrats, with the two groups working together
with Ocasio-Cortez to craft the Green New Deal.
Justice Democrats backed the Congressional campaign of
Ocasio-Cortez when she was largely unknown and the two are
closely linked. According to reports, it was Justice Democrats
that originally recruited Ocasio-Cortez to run in the first place.
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Waleed Shahid, Justice Democrats’ communications director,
reportedly worked on Ocasio-Cortez’s campaign prior to joining
the group. Justice Democrats was co-founded by Saikat
Chakrabarti, who serves as Ocasio-Cortez’s chief of staff.
Justice Democrats does not hide its socialist ideology, with
Shahid telling Vox.com the organization seeks to nudge the
Democratic Party toward democratic socialism:
Shahid describes it as a “social democratic or democratic
socialist party-within-a-party,” arguing that the vicissitudes of the
US party system force people like him to share a party with
people like Senate Minority Leader Chuck Schumer and House
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer who, in a European-style
proportional system, would simply inhabit different political blocs.
The point, however, is not to displace the Democrats but to
change them.
Justice Democrats is looking to push far-left candidates in
largely uncompetitive local races, and it plans to use support for
the Green New Deal as a bellwether for possible Democratic
primary challenges from the far-left.
“We’re going to recruit Democratic primary challengers for
House races in 2020 who will fight with us,” stated Alexandra
Rojas, executive director of Justice Democrats. “And we’ll keep
putting pressure on Democrats in Congress and those running
for President in 2020 to support the Green New Deal.”
https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2019/02/19/whos-behind-thegreen-new-deal-big-money-backs-ocasio-cortez-socialist-dreamproject/

Sunrise Movement: Next steps for the Green New Deal
Our movement has spent the past 2 weeks sprinting, and we have so much
to show for it! There are now nearly 100 cosponsors of the Green New Deal
resolution across the House and Senate, including every Senator running for
president.
And it looks like Mitch McConnell is letting his Green
New Deal vote plans fade away, telling the media it
will happen sometime before August. So what’s next
for our movement?
On Thursday, we’re holding a movement-wide mass
call to strategize and plan next steps, including the
launch of the nationwide Road to a Green New Deal
Tour, the upcoming #ClimateStrike, and how we
can build support for the Green New Deal locally.
Time: Feb. 28, 2019, 8:00 p.m. Eastern Time
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GREEN NEW DEAL SHORTCOMINGS

Cities And States Are Scaling Back Their ‘Green’ Ambitions As
Costs Skyrocket, Opposition Grows
2/18/2019 - Michael Bastasch, Energy Editor, The Daily Caller

Democrats’ Green New Deal legislation envisions a United
States that eliminates all greenhouse gas emissions through a
massive expansion of government control, which includes a
green grid, electrified mass transit and high-speed rail. Cities
and states actually trying to implement these policies, however,
are often finding it difficult to overcome
political and economic realities.
In the past year, for example, Washington
state voters rejected — for a second time
— a proposal to tax carbon dioxide
emissions. Carbon tax opponents
successfully framed the proposal as an
energy tax that would raise prices and do
nothing for future global warming. The tax
was backed by Democrats like Gov. Jay
Inslee, who is also mulling a 2020
presidential run. Inslee, who styles himself
as the Democratic “climate candidate,” has also failed to push
major climate policies through the legislature and using his own
executive authority.
“It shows you how ineffective he’s been even in a state like
Washington,” Todd Myers, environmental policy director at the
Washington Policy Center, told The Daily Caller News
Foundation in a recent interview.
“We’re doing it whether people want it or not,” Myers said of
Inslee’s attempts to clamp down on greenhouse gas emissions.
The Inslee-backed carbon tax would have cost households an
extra $230 per year in 2020, according to the Washington Policy
Center. Energy bills, including gasoline prices, will increase
because of the tax.
New York Rep. Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez and
Massachusetts Sen. Ed
Markey, both Democrats,
recently introduced highlyanticipated resolutions for a
Green New Deal. Those
bills called for the entire
U.S. to be powered by
“clean, renewable, and
zero-emission energy
sources” within 10 years.
The bill also calls for
“dramatically expanding and upgrading existing renewable
power sources” as part of Green New Deal supporters’ climate
crusade.
Even at the local level, however, efforts to decarbonize the grid
are easier said than done — and not just for political reasons.
Georgetown, Texas, is one of the biggest U.S. cities to claim to
meet 100 percent of its electricity needs with solar and wind
power. The city began to switch to solar and wind in 2012, and
Republican Mayor Dale Ross quickly became a poster child for
environmentalism.
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The city was even featured in former
Vice President Al Gore’s film “An
Inconvenient Sequel,” which was
released in 2017. Gore called the city a
“trailblazer” in the fight against global
warming.
Georgetown’s green energy ambitions,
however, have cost the city roughly $30
million over the past five years. The
loss is driven by the long-term wind and
solar energy contracts the city entered
into, betting that fossil fueled-electricity prices would rise.
The opposite happened, and Georgetown’s municipal utility
announced in late January it would increase customers’ bills
about $13 a month to recover its bad bets. City officials are
currently trying to renegotiate their long-term green energy
contracts.
What about high-speed rail? The Green New Deal calls for
investments in high-speed rail and other forms of mass transit to
make airplanes, and the internal combustion engine itself,
obsolete.
However, California put the brakes on its high-speed rail project
that voters approved in 2008 to shuttle passengers between Los
Angeles and San Francisco. The project, dubbed the “train to
nowhere” by critics, was estimated to cost $77 billion to
complete.
“Let’s level about the high-speed rail,” Newsom said in his State
of the State address in February, announcing most of the project
would be halted.
“Let’s be real, the current project as planned would cost too
much and, respectfully, take too long. Right now, there simply
isn’t a path to get from Sacramento to
San Diego, let alone from San
Francisco to L.A. I wish there were,”
Newsom said.
Newsom said the state would complete
the small, 119-mile section of highspeed rail between Merced and
Bakersfield in the Central Valley.
Though, that line is not expected to be
finished until 2022 at a cost of $89
million per mile.
Even electrified mass transit is proving difficult, at least in
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The Los Angeles Times reported
Sunday the city canceled its $133 million plan for an all-electric
bus line through downtown.
Massive construction in downtown Albuquerque hurt local
businesses, modernized bus stops were vandalized and the
electric buses themselves were found to have flaws that made
them unusable. The city has sued the Chinese-owned electric
vehicle manufacturer and contracted with another company for
diesel buses, according to The Times.
https://dailycaller.com/2019/02/18/green-new-deal-taxpayer-costs/
https://www.statesman.com/news/20190223/why-georgetownsgreen-energy-gamble-didnt-pay-off
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PICK UP THE PHONE AND . . .
U.S. Legislators

U.S. Senator John Cornyn (R)
517 Hart Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20510
Main: 202-224-2934
Contact Senator Cornyn here:
https://www.cornyn.senate.gov/
contact

CORNYN SETX:
5300 Memorial Drive Suite 980
Houston, TX 77007
Main: 713-572-3337

U.S. Senator Ted Cruz (R)
404 Russell Building
Washington, DC 20510
(202) 224-5922
Contact Senator Cruz here:
https://www.cruz.senate.gov/?
p=email_senator

CRUZ SETX: 713-718-3057
The Mickey Leland Federal Bldg.
1919 Smith Street, Suite 9047
Houston, TX 77002
Email:
southeast_texas@cruz.senate.gov

Randy Weber (R) — 14th Texas
Congressional District
107 Cannon House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515
phone: 202-225-2831
fax: 202-225-0271
https://weber.house.gov/
Email: https://weber.house.gov/
contact/

WEBER SETX:
505 Orleans Street
Suite 103
Beaumont, TX 77701
phone: 409-835-0108
fax: 409-835-0578

Brian Babin (R) — 36th Texas
Congressional District
2236 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, DC 20515Phone:
202-225-1555
Fax: 202-226-0396
https://babin.house.gov/
Email: https://babin.house.gov/
contact/

BABIN SETX:
Orange District Office
1201 Childers Rd.
Orange, TX 77630
Phone: 409-883-8075
Fax: 409-886-9918

GOP Caucus Leader—Texas Senator Paul BeSencourt (R) — District 7
Capitol Oﬃce: Room 3E.16
Capitol Phone: (512) 463-0107
Capitol Address: P. O. Box 12068, Aus&n, TX 78711
Email: paul.BeAencourt@senate.texas.gov
hAps://senate.texas.gov/member.php?d=7
District Address: 11451 Katy Freeway, Suite 209, Houston, TX 77079
Phone: (713) 464-0282
Speaker of House—Texas State Rep. Dennis Bonnen (R) — District 25
Capitol Oﬃce: Room 2W.13
Capitol Phone: (512) 463-1000
Capitol Address: P. O. Box 2910, Capitol Sta&on, Aus&n, TX 78768
Email: hAps://www.house.texas.gov/members/member-page/email/?
district=25&session=86
District Address: 122 E. Myrtle, Angleton, TX 77515
Phone: (979) 848-1770
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Texas Elected Officials
-MaS Robinson (R)
State Board of EducaWon District 7
313 FM 517 West
Dickinson, TX 77539
Phone: (281) 635-1962
Email: maA.robinson@tea.texas.gov
Texas State Senator Brandon Creighton (R) — District 4
Capitol Oﬃce: Room E1.606
Capitol Phone: (512) 463-0104
Capitol Address: P.O. Box 12068, Capitol Sta&on
Aus&n, TX 78711
Email: brandon.creighton@senate.texas.gov
hAps://senate.texas.gov/member.php?d=4#Oﬃce
District Address: 350 Pine Street, Suite 1450
Beaumont TX 77701
Phone: (409) 838-9861
Texas State Senator Robert Nichols (R) — District 3
(Represents Orange County)
Capitol Oﬃce: Room E1.704
Capitol Phone: (512) 463-0103
Capitol Address: P. O. Box 12068, Capitol Sta&on
Aus&n, TX 78711
Email: robert.nichols@senate.texas.gov
hAps://senate.texas.gov/member.php?d=3
District Address: 2915 Atkinson Dr., Luyin, TX 75902
Phone: (936) 699-4988
Texas State Rep. Dade Phelan (R) — District 21
Capitol Oﬃce: Room E1.324
Capitol Phone: (512) 463-0706
Capitol Address: P.O. Box 2910, Aus&n, TX 78768
Email: hAps://www.house.texas.gov/members/memberpage/email/?district=21
District Address: 10984 F.M. 1442, Suite B, Orange TX 77630
Phone: (409) 745-2777
Texas State Rep. Joe D. Deshotel (D) — District 22
Capitol Oﬃce: Room GW.12
Capitol Phone: (512) 463-0662
Capitol Address: P.O. Box 2910, Aus&n, TX 78768
Email: joe.deshotel@house.texas.gov
hAps://www.house.texas.gov/members/member-page/
email/?district=22&session=86
District Address: One Plaza Square, Ste. 203
Port Arthur, TX 77642
Phone: (409) 724-0788
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LIFE, LIBERTY & LEVIN
October 21, 2018

MARK LEVIN: Now, let me stop
you there. Who does these
computer models?

MARK LEVIN: Hello, America. I'm
Mark Levin. This is "Life, Liberty &
Levin." Welcome.

DR. MICHAELS: Governments.
There are 32 families of computer
models that are used by the
United Nations, each governmentsponsored. And all of them are
predicting far, far too much
warming. The disparity between
what's been predicted to happen,
which looks like this, and what is
happening continues to grow.

DR. PATRICK MICHAELS: Nice to
see you.
MARK LEVIN: It's a great honor to
see you, Patrick Michaels — Doctor
— Expert on all things climate and
environment, as far as I'm concerned.
A little bit of your background. You're
the Director of the Center for Study of
Science at the Cato Institute. You hold
an AB and SM, you hold those
degrees in Biology, Sciences and Plant Ecology from the University
of Chicago — pretty good school. PhD in Ecological Climatology
from the University of Wisconsin in Madison, 1979. You're past
President of the American Association of State Climatologists. You
were Program Chairman for the Committee on Applied Climatology
at the American Meteorological Society. Say that fast five times.

MARK LEVIN: We know that for
a fact?

DR. MICHAELS:
Yeah, because
you could just
look at the
Weather Balloon
Temperatures.
You can look at
the Satellite
Temperatures.

DR. MICHAELS: Yeah.
MARK LEVIN: You were Research Professor of Environmental
Sciences at the University of Virginia for 30 years, and I'm giving
an extensive background that you have. I'm giving that to the
public so they you know you really know what you're talking about.
And you're a contributing author and a reviewer of the United
Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, which was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 2007.
All right, let's get started. Climate change, global warming, global
cooling, we’ve heard it all. What's going on out there?

Predicted

You can look at
something called
the Reanalyses
Data. They all
behave in
concert, so they're showing the same thing, and
the same thing is a lot different than this thing.
However, we need to call the special counsel.

MARK LEVIN: A special counsel?

DR. MICHAELS: Well, surface temperature of the planet is
warmer than it was a hundred years ago — about 9/10th of a
degree Celsius.

DR. MICHAELS: Yes, because one model works, and you know
what it is? It's the Russian model.

MARK LEVIN: Nine-tenths of a degree Celsius.

MARK LEVIN: So let me get this straight. So all the government
models are like this?

DR. MICHAELS: That's all.

DR. MICHAELS: Yeah.

MARK LEVIN: Is that a lot?

MARK LEVIN: The Russian model’s like this.

DR. MICHAELS: No. It's not a lot. There are two periods of
warming, one in the early 20th Century that could not have been
caused by human beings because we hadn't put enough CO2 in
the air; and one in the later part of the 20th Century that either
slows down or ends, depending upon whose data you use,
somewhere in the late 1990s, only to resume with the big El Nino
that covered the news over the last couple of years.

DR. MICHAELS: Yes, the Russian model has the least warming
in it.

So that means that probably about half, maybe half, of that ninetenths of a degree might be caused by greenhouse gases because
when the planet warmed beginning in 1976, the temperature of the
stratosphere started to drop; and that's a prediction of greenhouse
theory that's not intuitive. You know, the great philosopher of
science, Karl Popper, said, if you can meet a difficult prediction
with your theory, you can continue to entertain your theory.
So the theory’s right, but the application of it is wrong. It is nowhere
near as warm as it's supposed to be. The computer models are
making systematic, dramatic errors over the entire Tropics which is
40 percent of the earth, and it's where all our moisture comes from
or almost all of it.

MARK LEVIN: And the Russian model has the least warming, and
the Russia model pretty much follows reality, what’s been tested
over a few decades.
DR. MICHAELS: Yes, correct. If we were rational about this, think
about the daily weather forecast. You watch the Weather Channel,
they go, "Oh, this model says that, that model says that. We think
this one’s working the best, so we're going to rely on that." Well,
for climate forecast, we should be using the Russian model, but
we're not. We use this big spate of all the other models that have
this warming in them that's not occurring.
MARK LEVIN: Why are all of these other government models, 31
of them, wrong? And why do they all go in the same direction, up?
DR. MICHAELS: Because, they are what is called parameterized. They're all parameterized —
(Cont’d. on Page 22)
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Dr. Michaels on CLIMATE CHANGE (cont’d.)

(Cont’d. from Page 21) DR.
MICHAELS: Can I translate
parameterized into English? Fudged.
They don't get the right answer, don't
know the right answer for a certain
phenomena, so we essentially put in
code steps that give us what we
think it should be. And the systematic
error that was made was the models
were tuned, yes, I said, tuned.

MARK LEVIN: All right, 31
different models. There are
multiple governments.
DR. MICHAELS: Right.
MARK LEVIN: They're fudging
the numbers?
DR. MICHAELS: They’re not
“fudging” them; they’re
parameterizing.

Tuned to simulate the warming of the
early 20th Century. It began in 1910,
ended in 1945, about 0.45 degrees
Celsius. Mark, that could not have
been caused by carbon dioxide.
MARK LEVIN: Because there wasn't
enough.
DR. MICHAELS: We hadn’t put enough in. The background
carbon dioxide concentration is 280 parts per million. When the
first warming started, it was 298 parts per million. If the atmosphere is
that sensitive to an 18 ppm change in CO2, we wouldn't be talking
about this right now and we'd be sweating bullets.
MARK LEVIN: So what you're saying is man-made carbon dioxide
earlier, in the last century, could not have produced ...
DR. MICHAELS: The early 20th Century.
MARK LEVIN: The early 20th Century could not have produced this
heat. So what did? Do we know?
DR. MICHAELS: No. And you know, the three most important words
in life may not be "I love you.” It might be, "I don't know." I don't think
anybody really knows what kicked off that warming. There's lots of
theories. One is that it was the final escape from a cold period —
multicentury period known as the Little Ice Age. That's a plausibility,
but why did it happen then?
But we just don't really have a good explanation for that, but because
we forced the computer models to say, "Aha, human influence, CO2
and other stuff,” we made the models too sensitive. And so that's why,
when you get to the late 20th Century, all of a sudden they're warming
up like crazy and the reality is down here. It was guaranteed to
happen.
This was revealed in "Science Magazine” in late 2016, and there was
a paper that was published by a French climate modeler called, "The
Art and Science of Climate Model Tuning.”
And in it he speaks of parameterizing -- we could say fudging -- the
models to give, his words: “an anticipated acceptable range of
results.”
So it's the scientist, not the science, that's determining how much it's
going to warm. A lot of people don't know this, but it happens to be
true. And, you know, we could speculate as to why that paper was
published right before the 2016 election. I wouldn't want to impute
causation, but gee, if ...
MARK LEVIN: But I want to ask you about causation.
DR. MICHAELS: Sure.
MARK LEVIN: You have 31 governments.
DR. MICHAELS: No, there are 31 different models. Some of them are
from the same governments.
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MARK LEVIN: Okay, well, you
used the word, “fudging.” Does
our EPA do that? Does NASA do
that? Who does that for us?

Actual

DR. MICHAELS: Aha, good
question, Mark, because the EPA
was told by the Supreme Court in 2007 that if it found the
carbon dioxide endangered human health and welfare, that it
had the power to regulate it under the Clean Air Act.

MARK LEVIN: This is the Massachusetts —
DR. MICHAELS: That's the Mass v. EPA. Well, they produced an
endangerment finding, 2009, and the endangerment finding for its
prospective climate is 100 percent — I didn't say 90 percent — I said
100 percent based on those models. So if you can demonstrate that
those models systematically are not working, you can take down the
endangerment finding, and that would be the basis for all those
policies that came out of the Obama administration.
MARK LEVIN: Which would mean you don't get to regulate carbon
dioxide.
DR. MICHAELS: Absolutely. The endangerment finding is the heart of
the matter. And to give you an idea how gung-ho the Obama
administration was on this issue, if you listen to his first inaugural
speech — January 20th, 2009, it’s the second substantive paragraph
of the speech — is about global warming, after health care. Ninety
days after he finished that speech, his EPA produced a preliminary
finding of endangerment from carbon dioxide.
They were working on this before he was President. Bureaucrats can't
work that fast. And then the final finding was made in December for
the climate conference in Copenhagen that was supposed to produce
another global warming agreement.
MARK LEVIN: So you're telling us that we have a massive bit of
public policy that has enormous effect on society —
DR. MICHAELS: Absolutely.
MARK LEVIN: — that’s built on — I'll use my word — “phony”
models.
DR. MICHAELS: It's built on a house of cards. The models really don't
work. And if I could really be arcane, I could explain the mechanism as
to why they don't work.
MARK LEVIN: As long as I understand it.
DR. MICHAELS: The models systematically predict that as you go up
in the atmosphere in the Tropics, which are 40% of the earth, that the
temperature should rise dramatically as you go up in the atmosphere
(Cont’d. on Page 24)
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(Cont’d. from Page 22)
DR. MICHAELS: . . . in the
Tropics, which are 40% of the
earth, that the temperature
should rise dramatically as you
go further up in the
atmosphere. So when you get
to the level of the jet stream,
the computer models are
predicting seven times — I
didn't say seven-tenths of a
degree — I said seven times
more warming than is being
observed.
But why is that important? Why
am I boring you with that?
Because it’s the vertical
distribution of temperature
Balloon
that determines upward motion, which means, it
determines precipitation, and guess what?
Almost all the atmospheric moisture that we have around us
today — in the humid Washington, D.C. — that comes from
the Tropics. So if you get that vertical motion wrong, down
there, you get all the subsequent variables wrong. It's a
fantastic systematic error. And again, that, along with the
difference between the surface temperatures or rather the
lower atmospheric temperatures and what's being observed
— that’s sufficient to kill the endangerment finding.
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between the accumulated
cyclone energy and the
surface temperature of the
earth. It's just not there.

Data

Now, what - wait a minute.
Why does our government say
this? They said it in their last
report called, "Global Climate
Change Impacts in the United
States." They said, "Oh, there's
been a significant increase in
hurricane power in the Atlantic
Ocean from like 1970 to 2009,"
or something like that, 1980 to
2009. Well, wait a minute.
Why did you stop in 2009?
It's a 2014 report. Because if
you take the data after 2009,
the increase goes away and it goes back to where it
was.

Or why did you start in the mid-1970s? Because we have records
that are really good back in 1920 and if you look at 1920 to 1950,
you see an increase that is exactly the same as the one that
occurred.
MARK LEVIN: So the information they're providing us —
DR. MICHAELS: Is skewed.

MARK LEVIN: Okay, so to the average pedestrian like me, if you
get that wrong, what does it mean? You get all the weather
models wrong?

MARK LEVIN: It's incomplete. It’s skewed.
DR. MICHAELS: It's skewed. They're cherry-picking.

DR. MICHAELS: You get the subsequent weather wrong. That's
why, if you look at all these families of models, they predict
radically different changes in precipitation from model to model.
Well, probably because they got the precipitation initialization out
of the Tropics wrong.
Precipitation is important. I offer you Wilmington, North Carolina
as an example of precipitation. It's important, coming from the
Tropics. Get that wrong and you get that wrong.
MARK LEVIN: Is weather getting worse?
DR. MICHAELS: No. I love that question because what you
really want to look at — and Roger Pielke, Jr., at the
University of Colorado does this — yes, there's more damage
from weather because there's more stuff and people and
property in the way of weather. So, what you really want to
look at are weather damages as a percent of GDP. And when
you look at it that way, there's nothing whatsoever.
Oh, I’m sure hurricanes are getting worse. I heard that on every
legacy network during Florence and Harvey and all that stuff.
Well, fact of the matter is, there's a guy by the name of Ryan
Maue who’s just a hotshot, young tropical meteorologist. He’s
also an adjunct scholar at the Cato Institute, and he tracks the
energy in these tropical cyclones. We’ve got global records that
began in 1970, and you would think there would be some
relationship between that integrated energy and global warming.
After all, it's only logical. Vice President Gore says that must
be the case. It's not. There's no relationship whatsoever

MARK LEVIN: Uh-huh. And here we rely on the climatologists —
DR. MICHAELS: Right.
MARK LEVIN: — the meteorologists, and they become
hyperpolitical, and I want to get back to that.
DR. MICHAELS: Absolutely.
MARK LEVIN: The politicization of science. Let me read you
something from Ayn Rand, "Return of the Primitive: The AntiIndustrial Revolution," a book of hers she wrote, which I found
rather compelling. She said, "Instead of their old promises, that
collectivism would create universal abundance and their
denunciations of capitalism for creating poverty, they are now
denouncing capitalism for creating abundance. Instead of
promising comfort and security for everyone, they are denouncing
people for being comfortable and secure. The demand to restrict
technology is the demand to restrict man's mind. It is nature, that
is reality, that makes both these goals impossible to achieve.
Technology can be destroyed and the mind can be paralyzed, but
neither can be restrictive. Whether and whatever such restrictions
are attempted, it is the mind, not the state, that withers away." You
agree with that?
DR. MICHAELS: Yes, I do. Now, we should ask the question:
How did it happen? How did we use the authority of
government to direct, essentially, technology, energy, et
cetera? How did government become
(Cont’d. on Page 25)
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(Cont’d. from Page 24) DR. MICHAELS: . . . so
intrusive in the science process? And to do that,
we have to know history. It goes back to none
other than Franklin D. Roosevelt, who, at the end
of World War II, saw that the Manhattan Project
was going to be successful, probably. And he
wrote to the director of the office that ran the
project and said, "Hey, we need to keep all these
scientists working for the government. They'll do
great things and everybody will have a greater
life," and that produced a document called
"Science: The Endless Frontier," by Vannevar
Bush, which laid the blueprint for the Federal
takeover of Science. Prior to World War II, there was
very, very little Federal money in Science except in the land
grant schools, and scientific progress was perfectly fine.
Economic growth — we were the envy of the world. If science is
involved in developing economies — and I believe it is — we
were doing really, really well. Now, when the government takes it
over, the government gets what it wants and the government can
give out money to basically only study the global warming via
climate models. Do not take a look at climate history and to see
what that really tells us, and then the government can have the
policies that it wants. Because, do you expect, do you really
expect scientists who have been paid for decades to study the
effects of warming and to create models that, by the way, have
too much warming, do you expect them to testify in front of
Congress when asked do we need more research? They would
say no, it's really a non-problem? They'd get thrown out of their
jobs if they did that.
And so it becomes self-perpetuating. Now global warming is a
cosm — it’s not a microcosm. It's a pretty big cosm — cosmos —
in this constellation, but there are other issues that the
government just abuses science on to take people's stuff, if you
don't mind, and that governments distort in service of a political
end.
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DR. MICHAELS: Yes, that's a problem. If you say,
well, they're just studying the greenhouse effect and
the greenhouse effect is real and it will create some
warming, so all these things, all these
pronouncements that we get on diet, on whether we
should exploit the world's largest copper deposit in
Alaska, what the government says will have a small
kernel of truth in it. And then it will be built into an
artifice the size of Mount Everest from that small
kernel, and that's the problem.
MARK LEVIN: I don't mean to simplify this, but who
are these people? Are they ubiquitous? Are there ten
of them?
DR. MICHAELS: It’s a large — when you buy off the Academy,
you can get what you paid for. And, you know, when we went into
the federalization of science, the Academy said, "Okay, we'll apply
for your money and we're going to tack on 50% for every research
application that we're going to call ‘overhead,’ and that money,
we, the universities, will use as we choose. And, so, a lot of it that
the Engineering and Science Departments generate, all this
revenue, probably goes to keep the Germanic languages
Department afloat which probably doesn’t have enough student
traffic.
So, now, the Academy roots for anything that is big government
that it feels it can tie onto to maintain this relationship. The roots
of political correctness, they are many, manifold and varied. But
one of them certainly was the enslavement of the Academy.
MARK LEVIN: This is a very important point, because you're not
the first one I've talked to who’s mentioned this in their different
fields. So the Academy — universities, colleges — more and
more — less in terms of pure science, less in terms of pure
knowledge, less in terms of even pure debate and so forth —
more and more directional, more and more ideological. That's
your point?

I mean, think about the dietary advice that we've been getting
from the government for 20 or 30 years — turns out to be wrong.
Might be associated with the epidemic of obesity and diabetes.
These — when the government gets together and makes a plan
and does not deviate from it, people get hurt, and that is what's
happening. And Ayn Rand was right. Part of the plan was to get
us off our energy stream, to get us off of oil and onto so-called
renewables, renewables that don't provide nearly enough energy,
and it's intermittent so that they take down the technology.

DR. MICHAELS: Yes, it is, and it's not just in climate change. In
fact, I’m just completing a book manuscript that looks at more
than climate change, it looks at diet, it looks at drug policy, the
opioid war and all these good things. It's called, "Scientocracy,"
and I think that's what we have developed in this country.

What Ayn Rand was talking about is what actually happened. As a
result of Roosevelt and Vannevar Bush [headed U.S. Office of
Scientific Research and Development during WWII], we created
the State Science Institute. And if you remember in Atlas
Shrugged, it was the State Science Institute that destroyed the
innovation of the society.

MARK LEVIN: Oh, in fact, it becomes very political, doesn't it?

MARK LEVIN: So I have an interesting paradox here, which is
that you have an institution of government, or several of them,
which claim to be the final say in science — by rejecting science,
by attacking aspects of science, by climate change deniers —
DR. MICHAELS: By shading it.

DR. MICHAELS: Oh, my God!

MARK LEVIN: By shading it, so you actually lose knowledge, you
lose science, correct?

And you know, there are things we can do about it, but this has to
be a public will, and the public is so scientifically misinformed that
it becomes a very, very heavy lift, doesn't it?

DR. MICHAELS: Yes.
MARK LEVIN: In other words, if you don't believe in climate
change —

MARK LEVIN: — and you can't even explain it, you don't know
what it means, you don't know where it comes from, you don't
know why it exists, but you know, as a political matter, you better
believe in it or you're a denier like a holocaust denier.
(Cont’d. on Page 27)
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MORE CO2 IS PLANT FOOD FOR AGRICULTURE!
DR. MICHAELS: Right.

MARK LEVIN: Everybody says this global warming, it's a terrible
thing. The oceans are going to rise, and we just talked about this.
The hurricanes are going to be more intense and so forth, and
you're saying not really. Well, we never talk about this. Are there
benefits from some increased heat on the planet?
DR. MICHAELS: Yes, the whole philosophy here is straight out of
Voltaire. You know, Pangloss and the best of all possible worlds.
We don't live in the best of all possible climates. And our
atmosphere is not in the best of all possible composition. So
what's happened as it's warmed this half a degree in the late 20th
Century and the CO2 has gone up and up in the atmosphere?
Well, what we've done is we've created a greener and greener
planet and the greening of the planet earth is profound. There's a
very recent paper that just came out a couple of months ago,
showing tremendous increases in how much green matter there is
on the planet.
MARK LEVIN: Vegetation.
DR. MICHAELS: Vegetation. The largest increases, by the way,
are in the tropical rainforest. It's growing like topsy.
MARK LEVIN: Is that why we never hear about it anymore?
DR. MICHAELS: I don't know why we don't hear about it
anymore, but it sure is growing. And in grassland, which is — a lot
of it’s used for agriculture either —
MARK LEVIN: Prairies.
DR. MICHAELS: Prairies. Cows either grow on it or you harvest it
for hay. The data for 17 years of satellite data show the grassland
green mass, if you will, is growing at 5% per year. That's huge.
Another paper in "Nature Magazine” by Ziaxen Ju (ph) two years
ago looked at the planetary greening and said, “What are the
causes?” So they did something called a factor analysis.
Seventy percent of it was a simple direct effect of putting
more carbon dioxide in the air because it's plant food. And
one of the other big causes of the planetary greening was
climate change, the warming of the planet. Yeah, we never
hear about this, but it's real.
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than the climate change, itself, and you're winding up with a much
greener planet. I've looked at these numbers. I can tell you that
the amount of agricultural productivity that is now being induced
in the planet by CO2, particularly in these grassland areas, is
going to provide a lot of our food for the future.

MARK LEVIN: You know, it gets a little confusing, frankly, the
politics and the logic of all this. Ghat is, you would think if a tiny
little bit of increase in heat — and it comes and goes, right? I
mean, that's the way nature works, that's how the planet
functions, that’s the way it is —
DR. MICHAELS: Right.
MARK LEVIN: — would be so beneficial, that we wouldn't be
trying to regulate the hell out of it. We would pretty much just
leave it alone.
DR. MICHAELS: Well, you would think, but unfortunately, like we
talked about earlier in the program, if we parameterize the models
to produce large amounts of heat in the 21st Century, then we're
going to say it's all bad and we're going to try to, if you will, detechnologize.
MARK LEVIN: When did all this start? When did all this, I’ll call,
propaganda, fake stuff, when did it —
DR. MICHAELS: When did it all get started? I'll tell you when it
started. It started in the late 1970s, when a group of folks that I
know decided that they could — they wanted nuclear power. And
they decided that Carter, who sold himself as a nuclear engineer
— he was actually a technician on a submarine — that Carter
was favorable to this, so that if they pushed the issue of global
warming as a catastrophe, caused by the burning of fossil fuels,
that could lead to the nuclearization of the country.

MARK LEVIN: So even though it's warming just a little bit —
DR. MICHAELS: Uh-huh.
MARK LEVIN: — it has an enormous positive impact on the
planet?
DR. MICHAELS: Because — the main reason for that is because
the way the greenhouse changes work is they warm the coldest
temperatures preferentially to warming the warmer ones. So the
growing season, which ends with the first frost in Autumn and
begins with the last frost in the Spring, the growing seasons get
longer and longer and longer. The greenhouse effect also affects
nighttime temperatures more than it affects daytime temperatures,
and that's when the cold temperatures are.
So you have a longer time for the planet to green up. And then
you have longer growing seasons and you have the direct
fertilization effect of carbon dioxide which is even more important

That's when it started, and it spun out of control because the
green allies who wanted the fossil fuel thing gone — they didn't
want nuclear power; they’re dramatically opposed to nuclear
power. And so they pushed solar energy and windmills. Now we
get an unreliable grid and expensive electricity. It actually has a
history. It happened. It was an international movement that started
out in Sweden with Bert Boline who was the first head of the
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, and
it was a very conscious plan to impose this on, not just on our
society, but the world.
MARK LEVIN: What is this de-growth/de-industrialization
movement? Is it sort of part of this massive progressive
movement or even worse, socialism or Marxism or anything of
that sort? I've studied, I've written about it, I've read about it, it's
really kind of got born in Europe and was exported to the United
States?
(Cont’d. on Page 29)
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(Cont’d. from Page 27) DR. MICHAELS: That is true, and the
problem with it is that it enjoys broad support as long as you
demonize the producers of energy. We should celebrate the
producers of energy. It is energy that drives the technology that
has doubled our life expectancy in the last 100 years. We
should be celebrating this. And if you take this away, you're
going to take that away, too.

MARK LEVIN: Is that what's taking place?

MARK LEVIN: At the top of the show, we went through your
biography a little bit, and you worked for the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change of the UN. I don't know a lot about it,
know a little about it, written a little about it, but it was sort of
notoriously corrupt intellectually, as I understood it. Tell us
about that.

DR. MICHAELS: Well, we got a
President that wasn't going for it,
and he promised to get out of the
Paris Accord on Climate Change.
That’s an agreement that was
hatched in December of 2015, in
which the nations of the world
submit what are called voluntary
plans to reduce their emissions.
So, for example, we volunteered to reduce our emissions at a
pretty substantial percentage. The Indians volunteered to
increase their emissions. The Chinese volunteered to increase
their emissions until 2030, whereupon they might level off. So the
President looks at that and he says, “This is a bad deal.” What I
just told you, doesn't that sound like a bad deal?

DR. MICHAELS: That is true, and the problem with it is that it
enjoys broad support as long as you demonize the producers
of energy. We should celebrate the producers of energy. It is
energy that drives the technology that has doubled our life
expectancy in the last 100 years. We should be celebrating this.
And if you take this away, you're going to take that away, too.
MARK LEVIN: At the top of the show, we went through your
biography a little bit, and you worked for the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change of the UN. I don't know a lot about it,
know a little about it, written a little about it, but it was sort of
notoriously corrupt intellectually, as I understood it. Tell us about
that.
DR. MICHAELS: Well, the IPCC, as it was called, is the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change. The United Nations
is trying to tell you something there: It wants the governments of
the world to have a unified view and, therefore, a unified policy on
climate change. That's what it was there for.
Now, I was asked to write a small portion of second report. I've
reviewed the other ones and people said, "Why did you work with
the IPCC?" Well, fact of the matter is that all garden parties need
a skunk. And there were a few skunks on there. The skunks
eventually kind of dropped out because they tended to get so
disgusted with it. But we got our two cents in and then, as you
know, it's simply kind of run away with the issue. And all these
documents that are produced like the IPCC documents, or the
U.S. National Assessment on Climate Change, they're summaries
of scientific literature.
Now, the problem is the scientific literature, itself, has to be
biased, because we are working — we are funding the
hypothesis that climate change is this horrible things and it’s
got to have all of these horrible effects, and you don't get
your grant renewed unless you publish. And so that literature
that you summarize is biased in a given direction. That's how
we get to policy. Did some people sit in a room and say, “Wow,
this is how we'll do this”? I don't know. But it might have
happened.
MARK LEVIN: The UN is notoriously anti-capitalism and high
sovereignty, national sovereignty and so forth. Naomi Wolf once
said, that leftist activist, obviously, that really, it's the environment,
climate change, all these issues, through which we're going to
change the capitalist society.
DR. MICHAELS: Correct.

DR. MICHAELS: They're trying. They certainly had a block in the
road that occurred — a bump in the road that occurred a couple
of years ago.
MARK LEVIN: What happened?

MARK LEVIN: Yes.
DR. MICHAELS: And he got out of it. Meanwhile, what country
on earth reduced its emissions the most? Of all the nations on
earth? The U-S of A.
MARK LEVIN: So this would have formalized an agreement
where we're compelled to lower and the Chinese and the Indians
could increase?
DR. MICHAELS: Yes. Now, the thing is nobody is compelled.
There's no enforcement mechanism in the Paris Accord. So when
our negotiator, John Kerry, came back and was on the Sunday TV
shows, he said, well, how are you going to enforce this? What are
you going to do to countries that don't do what they said they
were going to do? He said, "We'll shame them." Honest to God, I
guess we have a shame bomb now and that's going to do
something. Of course, emissions are going up.
MARK LEVIN: Why have we lowered ours?
DR. MICHAELS: We have lowered ours largely because of good
old capitalism and technology, discovering that we were not
running out of natural gas; that if we just break rocks underneath
our feet, we can extract the natural gas from shale.
MARK LEVIN: Fracking.
DR. MICHAELS: Fracking, that's right. And so we're substituting
natural gas, which is cheaper, for coal for electrical generation,
and that produces about half as much CO2 per unit electricity as
a coal plant does, and so our emissions are going down. And I
see a lot of big companies are experimenting with natural gas for
large scale transportation. You can do it on a railroad because the
size of the engine really doesn't matter. Might be able to do it in
trucks, and so the emission — it’s more efficient, the emissions go
down and then 30 or 40 years from now, because there are so
many pressures to be efficient, I don't know what technology will
have, but I'll bet it’ll be more be more efficient. (Cont’d. on Pg. 29)
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(Cont’d. from Page 28) DR. MICHAELS: You know, the old
advertising slogan, “The future belongs to the efficient”? Well,
welcome to the United States.
MARK LEVIN: Why do the media do such a lousy job in reporting
basic information like you're explaining to us right now?
DR. MICHAELS: Well, the end of the world sells. . . . You don't
have to report that the climate models are predicting way too much
tropical warming and all that good stuff. No, you can just keep on
going as you will. There's a niche, though. I’ve often thought of this:
Wouldn’t there be a market for a good weather channel that just,
you know, had pictures of the beach and bright sunny days with
advertisers like Anheuser-Busch? It would work, I'm sure.
MARK LEVIN: There's an opening for you right there.
DR. MICHAELS: Yes.
MARK LEVIN: But it's a great disservice. I see this across the
board in a lot of cultural, social, scientific issues, where the free
press doesn't provide information, doesn’t provide facts. It provides
ideologically-pushed policies. And this is particularly troublesome to
me in this area because there's a lot of correcting that needs to be
done. So, it's politicized. It becomes an ideological movement. We
talk about people want to raise objections to it. You've come under a
barrage of assaults, as I've seen.
DR. MICHAELS: It's not very pretty.
MARK LEVIN: Not very pretty, simply because you say, “Now, wait
a minute. I have different information that shows something else.”
What's it like?
DR. MICHAELS: It's not fun, but it must be enough fun that I
continue to keep on doing it. The problem is that a lot of the
journalistic profession, a lot of people go into it because they're
idealistic, they want to change the world. And, my God, here's an
issue that affects the energy structure of our society, which really
affects our society and I can be involved in this? And so then they
form pressure groups or internal lobbying groups like the Society of
Environmental Journalists. And —
MARK LEVIN: I didn't know there was one.
DR. MICHAELS: Oh, yeah, and very powerful within the profession,
and it enforces a speech line. There are certain things you don't
say; there are certain things you say. And they have annual
conferences where the lights of issues like climate change come
and give them lectures about the end of the world. So it's a selffeeding process and it's an institution.
MARK LEVIN: Is the EPA a good agency or bad agency? When
you hear about it, you say, well, clean air, clean water, saves the
polar bears, but do they really interfere, over-regulate, and make
progress that much more difficult?
DR. MICHAELS: Well, the polar bears are saving themselves.
They're growing in numbers. The EPA was the outgrowth of the
early environmental movement in the United States. It was created
by Richard Nixon, and by the way, the air in some of our air sheds
was crap.
MARK LEVIN: The EPA started under Nixon, what are your
thoughts about it?
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DR. MICHAELS: Well, it had a lot of work to do when it started out.
We had really serious air quality problems in the country and the
EPA did a great job with that. It tried — it succeeded in controlling
sulfur and nitrogen oxides that came out of power plants, acid rain
and all that good stuff. But, unfortunately, like most bureaucracies,
one of the easy low-hanging fruit are the things you get and then
you start to get more arcane. But your bureaucracy is embedded,
and then the agency takes on a life of itself, and that's what has
happened.
Can it be fixed? Yeah, it could be. We could take a look at the
endangerment finding from carbon dioxide and see how
scientifically well supported or non-supported it is. I think that
would go a long way.
And then, we would have a much more sensible policy. We
would not be shooting ourselves in the energy foot like we are,
and we would continue to maintain our society at a high level.
MARK LEVIN: True enough. Problem is when you have people who
are embedded in these agencies who are not willing to do as you
say or are ideologically driven, or are there for decades and have,
as you say, their agenda, and they’re going to drive their agenda,
this becomes a huge problem.

The world scienWsts’ warning to humanity predicted eminent
catastrophe back in 1992.
Here's how ﬁve of those predicWons have played out:
PredicWon 1: The world’s ﬁsh supply will decline sharply due to
dying oceans.
Actual Results: The per-capita supply of ﬁsh worldwide rose roughly
30%.
PredicWon 2: Unchecked populaWon growth will cause more
poverty and malnutriWon.
Actual Results: World populaWon has grown 34%, yet the number
of undernourished people fell 40% globally from 1992 to 2015, and
the number of people living in abject poverty fell over 35%.
PredicWon 3: Air polluWon will get worse.
Actual Results: U.S. air polluWon is down since 1992 for every single
pollutant the EPA measures. And CO2 emissions are down since the
mid-1990s, not due to government regulaWons, but to fracking.
PredicWon 4: Clean water supplies will run short.
Actual Results: Global supplies of clean water have increased.
1990: 76% of world’s populaWon had reasonable access to drinking
water. 2010: 89% had access, according to the UN.
PredicWon 5: Agricultural land will become less producWve.
Actual Results: Land has become far more producWve. Since 1990,
the share of land devoted to agriculture hasn't budged.
TRANSLATION: We now feed 34% more people using the same
amount of land.
WHAT DOES THIS ALL MEAN? We should view today's global
warming predicWons with a healthy dose of skepWcism.
History shows they may be as wrong as those made in the past.
Learn more at www.investors.com/globalwarming

We meet the First Monday of each month from August to June
11:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. at the MCM Eleganté Hotel
2355 IH-10 South - Beaumont, TX
Cost to attend is $20 whether the buffet meal is eaten or not.
No corporate checks ~ Exact cash preferred ~ Bills no larger than $20, please

Ronald Reagan on FREEDOM

If we look to the answer as to why for so many years we achieved
so much, prospered as no other people on Earth, it was because
here in this land we unleashed the energy and individual genius of
man to a greater extent than has ever been done before. Freedom
and the dignity of the individual have been more available and
assured here than in any other place on earth. The price for this
freedom at times has been high. But we have never been unwilling
to pay that price.
The President’s Inaugural Address
January 20, 1981
The difference between the path toward greater freedom or bigger
government is the difference between success and failure; between
opportunity and coercion; between faith in a glorious future and
fear of mediocrity and despair; between respecting people as
adults, each with a spark of greatness, and treating them as
helpless children to be forever dependent; between a drab,
materialistic world where Big Brother rules by promises to special
interest groups, and a world of adventure where everyday people
set their sights on impossible dreams, distant stars, and the Kingdom
of God.
Conservative Political Action Conference
March 2, 1984

40th President of
the United States
1981 ~ 1989
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April 1: 5 Republican Candidates in Local Elections
Elegante’ Fountainview Room

April 15: Former Navy Seal/Congressman Dan Crenshaw
Elegante’ Ballroom - $30/Deluxe Menu

